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O-minimal homotopy and generalized (o)homologyArtur Pi�koszAbstratThis artile extends the semialgebrai homotopy theory (developed by H. Delfsand M. Knebush) to regular paraompat loally de�nable spaes and de�nableCW-omplexes over a model R of an o-minimal (omplete) theory T extending RCF,and even for weakly de�nable spaes, if T is a bounded theory. Corresponding gen-eralized homology and ohomology theories for pointed weak polytopes essentiallyoinide with the known topologial generalized theories if T is bounded.2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation: 03C64, 55N20, 55Q05.Key words and phrases: o-minimal struture, generalized topology, loally de�nable spae,weakly de�nable spae, CW-omplex, homotopy sets, generalized homology, generalized o-homology.1 IntrodutionIn the 1980's, H. Delfs, M. Knebush and others developed "semialgebrai topology" inloally semialgebrai and weakly semialgebrai spaes (see [5, 6, 7, 8, 17℄). In the surveypaper [18℄, M. Knebush suggested that this theory may be generalized to the o-minimalontext. This programme was undertaken �rst by A. Woerheide, who onstruted o-minimal singular homology theory in [25℄, and later by M. Edmundo, who developedand applied singular homology theory and ohomology theory over o-minimal strutures(see for example [11℄). For homotopy theory, A. Berardui and M. Otero worked withthe o-minimal fundamental group and transfer methods in o-minimal geometry ([3, 4℄).During the period of writing of this paper, several authors wrote about di�erent types ofhomology and ohomology (see [12, 13℄, for example).I show that the homotopy theory, developed in the semialgebrai ase by H. Delfsand M. Knebush in [8, 17℄, extends to regular paraompat loally de�nable spaes andde�nable CW-omplexes over models R of an o-minimal (omplete) theory T extendingRCF, and even for arbitrary weakly de�nable spaes over R, if T is a bounded theory(see below for the de�nition). A onsequene of this is that the generalized homologyand ohomology theories for so alled pointed weak polytopes may be de�ned and, if Tis bounded, are essentially the same as their topologial ounterparts.I re-develop the theory of H. Delfs and M. Knebush for spaes over o-minimal ex-pansions of real losed �elds. Most of the fats an be proved as in [8℄ or [17℄, hangingthe word "semialgebrai" into the word "de�nable".The ategories of loally and weakly de�nable spaes over o-minimal expansions of reallosed �elds, introdued here, with their subspaes (loally de�nable subsets and weaklyde�nable subsets) are far generalizations of analyti-geometri ategories of van den Driesand Miller [9℄. In partiular paraompat loally de�nable manifolds are generalizations ofboth de�nable manifolds over o-minimal expansions of �elds and real analyti manifolds.For basi properties of o-minimal strutures, see the book [10℄ and the survey paper[9℄. Assume that R is an o-minimal expansion of a real losed �eld.1
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2 Spaes over o-minimal struturesAs o-minimal strutures have natural topology, it is quite self-explaining that (algebrai)topology for suh strutures should be developed. (This paper deals only with the aseof o-minimal expansions of �elds.) Unfortunately, there are obstales to the above whenone is doing traditional topology: if R is not (an expansion of) the (ordered) �eld of realnumbers R, then R is not loally ompat and is totally disonneted. Moreover, notevery family of open de�nable sets has a de�nable union.A good idea to overome that in the ase of o-minimal pure (ordered) �elds was givenby H. Delfs and M. Knebush in [8℄: it is the onept of a generalized topologial spae.This idea serves well also in our setting.A generalized topologial spae is a setM together with a family of subsets ◦

T (M)of M , alled open sets, and a family of open families CovM , alled admissible (openoverings), suh that:(A1) ∅,M ∈
◦

T (M) (the empty set and the whole spae are are open),(A2) if U1, U2 ∈
◦

T (M) then U1∪U2, U1∩U2 ∈
◦

T (M) (�nite unions and �nite intersetionsof open sets are open),(A3) if {Ui}i∈I ⊆
◦

T (M) and I is �nite, then {Ui}i∈I ∈ CovM (�nite families of opensets are admissible),(A4) if {Ui}i∈I ∈ CovM then ⋃
i∈I Ui ∈

◦

T (M) (the union of an admissible family isopen),(A5) if {Ui}i∈I ∈ CovM , V ⊆
⋃

i∈I Ui, and V ∈
◦

T (M), then {V ∩ Ui}i∈I ∈ CovM (thetraes of an admissible family on an open subset of the union of the family form anadmissible family),(A6) if {Ui}i∈I ∈ CovM and for eah i ∈ I there is {Vij}j∈Ji
∈ CovM suh that⋃

j∈Ji
Vij = Ui, then {Vij} i∈I

j∈Ji

∈ CovM (members of all admissible overings ofmembers of an admissible family form together an admissible family),(A7) if {Ui}i∈I ⊆
◦

T (M), {Vj}j∈J ∈ CovM , ⋃
j∈J Vj =

⋃
i∈I Ui, and ∀j ∈ J ∃i ∈ I :

Vj ⊆ Ui, then {Ui}i∈I ∈ CovM (a oarsening, with the same union, of an admissiblefamily is admissible),(A8) if {Ui}i∈I ∈ CovM , V ⊆
⋃

i∈I Ui and V ∩ Ui ∈
◦

T (M) for eah i, then V ∈
◦

T (M)(if a subset of the union of an admissible family has open traes with members ofthe family, then the subset is open).Generalized topologial spaes may be identi�ed with ertain Grothendiek sites,where the underlying ategory is a full, losed on �nite (in partiular: empty) prod-uts and oproduts subategory of the ategory of subsets P(M) of a given set M withinlusions as morphisms, and the Grothendiek topology is subanonial, ontains all�nite jointly surjetive families and satis�es some regularity ondition. (See [19℄ for the2



de�nition of a Grothendiek site. Considering suh an identi�ation we should rememberthe ambient ategory P(M).) More preisely: the axioms (A1), (A2) and (A3) form astronger version of the identity axiom of the Grothendiek topology. It is natural, sinein model theory and in geometry we love �nite unions and �nite intersetions. The axiom(A4) may be alled o-subanoniality. Together with subanoniality, it ensures that ad-missible overings are overings in the traditional sense (whih is imposed by the notationof [8℄). The next are: (A5) the stability axiom of the Grothendiek topology, followed bythe transitivity axiom (A6). Finally, (A7) is the saturation property of the Grothendiektopology (usually the Grothendiek topology of a site is required to be saturated), andthe last axiom (A8) may be alled the regularity axiom. Both saturation and regularityhave a smoothing harater. Saturation may be ahieved by modifying any generalizedtopologial spae, and regularity by modifying a loally de�nable spae (see I.1, page 3and 9 of [8℄).A stritly ontinuous mapping between generalized topologial spaes is suh amapping that the preimage of an open set is open and the preimage of an (open) admis-sible overing is admissible. (So stritly ontinuous mappings may be seen as morphismsof sites in this ontext.) Indutive limits exist in the ategory GTS of generalized topo-logial spaes and their stritly ontinuous mappings (see I.2 in [8℄).Generalized topologial spaes help to introdue further notions of interest that aregeneralizations of orresponding semialgebrai notions.A funtion sheaf of rings over R on a generalized topologial spae M is a sheaf
F of rings on M (here the sheaf property is assumed only for admissible overings) suhthat for eah U open in M the ring F (U) is a subring of the ring of all funtions from Uinto R, and the restritions of the sheaf are the set-theoretial restritions of mappings. Afuntion ringed spae over R is a pair (M,OM), where M is a generalized topologialspae and OM is a funtion sheaf of rings over R. We will say about spaes (over R)for short. An open subspae of a spae over R is an open subset of its generalizedtopologial spae together with the funtion sheaf of the spae restrited to this openset. A morphism f : (M,OM) → (N,ON) of funtion ringed spaes over R is a stritlyontinuous mapping f : M → N suh that for eah open subset V of N the set-theoretialsubstitution h 7→ h◦f gives a morphism of rings f#

V : ON(V ) → OM(f−1(V )). (We ouldsay that f# : ON → f∗OM is the morphism of sheaves of rings on N over R indued by
f . However, if we de�ne for funtion sheaves

(f∗OM)(V ) = {h : V → R| h ◦ f ∈ OM(f−1(V ))},then eah f#
V : ON(V ) → f∗OM(V ) beomes just an inlusion.) Indutive limits exist inthe ategory Space(R) of spaes over any R and their morphisms (f. I.2). Notie thatour ategory of spaes over R, being a generalization of the ategory of spaes from [17℄,is nier that the one onsidered in [8℄.Fundamental Example 1. Eah de�nable subset D of Rn has a natural struture ofa funtion ringed spae over R. Its open sets in the sense of the generalized topologyare (relatively) open de�nable subsets, admissible overings are suh open overings thatalready �nitely many open sets over the union, and on eah open de�nable subset we takethe ring DCD of all ontinuous de�nable R-valued funtions. De�nable sets will be identi-�ed with suh funtion ringed spaes. Notie that the topologial losure of a de�nable setis de�nable, so the topologial losure operator restrited to the lass of de�nable subsets3



of a de�nable set D an be treated as the losure operator in the generalized topologialsense.An a�ne de�nable spae over R is a spae over R isomorphi to a de�nable subsetof some Rn. (Notie that morphisms of a�ne de�nable spaes are given by ontinuousde�nable maps between de�nable subsets of a�ne spaes.)The next example shows that it is important to onsider a�ne de�nable spaes asde�nable sets �embedded� into their ambient a�ne spaes.Example 2 (�Bad boy�). The semialgebrai spae R/Z may be identi�ed with the set
S1 ⊆ R2, where the members of the struture sheaf are (periodi) ontinuous semialgebraifuntions of the angle θ. This spae is not semialgebraially isomorphi to the embeddedirle S1 of the a�ne spae R2. Still its a�ne model is the usual irle: there existsan isomorphism of (semialgebrai) spaes over R (whose formula is not semialgebrai)transforming the �non-embedded irle� into the �embedded irle�.A de�nable spae over R is a spae over R that has a �nite open overing bya�ne de�nable spaes. (De�nable spaes were introdued by van den Dries in [10℄.They have lear notions of a de�nable subset and of an open subset. The de�nablesubsets of a de�nable spae form a Boolean algebra generated by the open de�nablesubsets; �de�nable� here means �onstrutible from the generalized topology�). A loallyde�nable spae over R is a spae over R that has an admissible overing by a�nede�nable open subspaes. (So de�nable spaes are examples of loally de�nable spaes.)Eah loally de�nable spae is an indutive limit of a direted system of de�nable spaesin the ategory of spaes over a given R (f. I.2.3). Morphisms of a�ne de�nable spaes,de�nable spaes and loally de�nable spaes over R are their morphisms as spaes over
R. So a�ne de�nable spaes, de�nable spaes and loally de�nable spaes form fullsubategories ADS(R), DS(R), and LDS(R) of the ategory Space(R) of spaes (over
R).A loally de�nable subset of a loally de�nable spae is a subset having de�nableintersetions with all open de�nable subspaes. Suh subsets are also onsidered assubspaes, the loally de�nable spae of suh a set is formed as indutive limits ofde�nable subspaes of open de�nable spaes forming the ambient spae (f. I.3, p. 28in [8℄.) A loally de�nable subset of a loally de�nable spae is alled de�nable if as asubspae it is a de�nable spae. (The de�nable subsets of a de�nable spae are exatlythe de�nable subsets of these spaes as loally de�nable ones.)On loally de�nable spaes we often introdue a topology in the traditional sense,alled the strong topology, taking the open sets from the generalized topology as thebasis of the topology. Nevertheless, we will usually work in the generalized topology. Thisallows, in many ases, to omit the word �de�nably� applied to topologial notions (as in�de�nably onneted�). On a de�nable spae the generalized topology generates both thestrong topology and the de�nable ( i. e. onstrutible) subsets. Similarly, the loallyde�nable subsets of a loally de�nable spae are exatly the sets �loally onstrutible�from the generalized topology, where �loally� means �when restrited to an open de�nablesubspae�. The losure operator of the strong topology restrited to the lass of loallyde�nable subsets may be treated as the losure operator of the generalized topology.Example 3. Take the union of real line open intervals (−∞, n) over all natural n asa spae, whih means that this family is assumed to be admissible. Then this spae is4



de�nable �on the left-hand side�, but only loally de�nable �on the right-hand side�. Thede�nable subsets are the �nite unions of intervals (of any kind) that are bounded fromabove. The loally de�nable subsets are loally �nite unions of intervals that have only�nitely many onneted omponents on the negative half-line. This spae will be alled
Rloc,+. Analogously we de�ne the spae Rloc,− requiring the family (−n,+∞), for n ∈ N,to be admissible.Example 4. Any �diret topologial sum� of de�nable spaes (in the ategory of spaesover a given R) is a loally de�nable spae (f. I.2.4 in [8℄).We all a subset K of a generalized topologial spae M small if for eah admissibleovering of any open U , the set K ∩U has a �nite subovering. Just from the de�nitions,we getFats 5. Eah de�nable spae is small. Eah subset of a de�nable spae is also small.Every small open subspae of a loally de�nable spae is de�nable. Eah small set of aloally de�nable spae is ontained in a small open set. In partiular �small open� meansexatly �de�nable open�.Any loally de�nable spae is (topologially) Hausdor� i� it is Hausdor� in thegeneralized topologial sense. Similarly, a loally de�nable spae is (topologially) regulari� it is regular in the generalized topologial sense: any single point, always losed,and any losed subspae (not ontaining the point) an be separated by disjoint opensubspaes.Clearly, eah a�ne de�nable spae is regular. Of great importane for the theory odde�nable spaes is the followingTheorem 6 (Robson[22℄, van den Dries[10℄). Eah regular de�nable spae is a�ne.Remark 7. Even if we de�ne loally de�nable spaes with the use of struture sheaves, aloally de�nable spae is determined by its generalized topology (when we assume silentlythat the struture of eah a�ne subspae is understood) sine it has an admissible overingof regular small (= a�ne) open subspaes. The main purpose of introduing funtionringed spaes was to de�ne morphisms.To determine a loally de�nable spae, it is enough to set one admissible overing byde�nable open subspaes (the struture of a de�nable open spae is silently understoodas in the ase of a�ne de�nable spae). The pratial way of denoting a loally de�nablespae is to write it as the union of its admissible overing by open de�nable (often a�ne)subspaes, not just the union set (even if onsidered with a topology).The author onsiders an attempt to enode the generalized topology under the notionof �equivalent atlases� a little bit risky. For example, we have the following fat aboutloally de�nable spaes over any arhimedean R :

(0, 1)loc
def.
=

∞⋃

n=3

(
1

n
, 1 −

1

n
) 6=

∞⋃

n=3

(
1

n
, 1 −

1

n
) ∪ (0, 1) = (0, 1).We would have two atlases that ombine to a third atlas, but it does not imply thatthe strutures of loally de�nable spaes are the same. The ombined atlas would beequivalent to one of the initial atlases but not to the seond.5



Here the notation with the union means that the spae we get is the indutive limit(in the ategory of spaes) of a system of de�nable open subspaes, partially ordered byinlusion, that are �nite unions of the de�nable sets under the union. Sometimes taking�nite unions is not neessary.(In their reent paper [2℄, E. Baro and M. Otero introdue a loally de�nable spaejust as a partiular atlas and quite early overlook the generalized topology, onsideringonly the strong topology. This is motivated by their basi interest in setion 3.2 in subsetsof Rn, for su�iently saturated R, as loally de�nable spaes introdued in their Example3.1. The reader should be warned that in general a loally de�nable spae highly dependson the hoie of an atlas (orresponding here to an admissible overing by a�ne opensubspaes) even if the topology of a spae is �xed. Moreover, the de�nition and use oftheir �loally �nite generalized simpliial omplexes� and �ld-homeomorphisms� are notlear. )We say that an objet M of LDS(R) omes from Rk if the underlying topologialspae of M oinides with that of Rk and at eah point of Rk the germs of the loallyde�nable subsets of M and of the de�nable subsets of Rk form equal families.Theorem 8. For eah o-minimal expansion RS of the �eld of real numbers R:1) there are exatly four di�erent objets of LDS(RS) that ome from R1
S , namely:

RS , (RS)loc, (RS)loc,+, (RS)loc,−.2) there are unountably many di�erent objets of LDS(RS) that ome from R2
S .Proof. 1) Assume M is an objet of LDS(RS) oming from R1

S . Eah �nite union ofbounded intervals is a de�nable subset of M . Eah of the open intervals (−∞, 0) and
(0,+∞) either is de�nable or not. This makes four ases. If one of these intervals isde�nable then its struture as a spae is uniquely determined. If it is not de�nable, thenwe an over it by a ountable, loally �nite (in the traditional sense, hene admissible)family of bounded open intervals, so again its struture of a loally de�nable spae isuniquely determined. These four ases are realized by RS , (RS)loc, (RS)loc,+, (RS)loc,−.2) Choose a slope a ∈ R and onsider the spae

Ma =
⋃

n∈N

{(x, y) ∈ R2 : y < ax+ n}.All Ma, for a ∈ R, are di�erent objets of LDS(RS).Theorem 9. For any o-minimal expansion R of a �eld not isomorphi to R there arealready unountably many di�erent objets of LDS(R) that ome from the line R1.Proof. Case 1: R ontains R.The set of galaxies of R is unountable. For any galaxy G of R take x ∈ G andonsider the spae NG de�ned as the disjoint generalized topologial union of all thegalaxies G′ > G, treated eah one as a loally de�nable spae (see Remark 12), and thespae
MG =

⋃

n∈N

(−∞, x+ n),whih is the union of all galaxies G′′ < G �loalized�(see below) only at the end of G.Case 2: R does not ontain R. 6



The �eld R ∩ R has unountably many irrational uts, determined by elements r ∈
R \R. For eah suh r, onsider the spae

Mr =
⋃

s<r

(−∞, s) ∪
⋃

s>r

(s,+∞)onsisting of two onneted omponents given by onditions x > r and x < r.As to the more general sets that will be alled loal subsets, alled elsewhere �loallyde�nable� (a subset Y of a spae X is a loal subset if for eah point y only of Y thegerm of Y at y is de�nable), they an be given of a loally de�nable spae struture,but their properties are not nie: they are losed only on �nite intersetion, and are notlosed under omplement or union. The loally de�nable spae on suh Y is given as thefollowing union of the admissible overing
Y =

⋃
{Y ∩ Ui | Ui is a de�nable open subset of X and Y ∩ Ui is de�nable}.(The above de�nition does not depend on any arbitrary hoie of an admissible overing.)Loal subsets are not alled subspaes! Their use often deviates from their �inheritedspae struture� (even if they are de�nable), sine we mainly want to onsider �loallyde�nable funtions� on them. (A funtion is alled here �loally de�nable� if its domainand odomain are loal subsets of some objets of LDS(R), and all funtion germs of thisfuntion at points of its domain are de�nable. A funtion germ fx at x is alled de�nableif some de�nable neighborhood of x is mapped by f into a de�nable neighborhood of

f(x) and the obtained restrition of f is a de�nable mapping.)Example 10.a) The semialgebrai set (0, 1)R inherits an a�ne semialgebrai spae struture from R.Nevertheless, when speaking about �loally de�nable funtions� (into R) we want to treatit as a �loalized� open interval (0, 1)loc, whih is not a semialgebrai spae.b) Consider the semialgebrai set S = (0, 1)2 ∪{(1, 1)} in R2. The fat of being a �loallysemialgebrai funtion� on S (into R) does not redue to being a morphism of any loally(and even weakly) semialgebrai spae that an be formed by rede�ning the notion ofadmissible overing of the spae S.General de�nable spaes and loally de�nable spaes do not behave well enough forbeing used in homotopy theory. The right hoie of assumptions are: regularity and onenew alled "paraompatness", whih is only an analogue of the topologial notion.3 Loally de�nable spaesOne of the reasons why we pass to the loally de�nable spaes is the need of existene ofovering mappings with in�nite (for example ountable) �bres.Example 11 (f. 5.14 in [7℄). The spae Fin(R). We look for the universal overingof the unit irle S1 ⊆ R2. We will see soon that (as in topology) π1(S
1) = Z, so theuniversal overing should have ountable �bres. Let Fin(R) be the loally de�nable spaeintrodued as the union of all intervals (−n, n) in R for n ∈ N. There is a surjetive7



semialgebrai morphism e : [0, 1] → S1 that maps 0 and 1 to the distinguished point on S1and is injetive elsewhere. Then the universal overing mapping p : Fin(R) → S1 de�nedby p(m+ x) = e(x), where m ∈ Z, x ∈ [0, 1], is a morphism of loally de�nable spaes.A family of subsets of a loally de�nable spae is loally �nite if eah open de�nablesubset of the spae meets only �nitely many members of the family.A loally de�nable spae is alled paraompat if there is a loally �nite overingof the whole spae by open de�nable subsets. (Suh a overing must be admissible,sine �admissible� means: when restrited to an open de�nable subspae, there is a �nitesubovering. Shortly: �admissible� is �loally essentially �nite�.)Remark 12. The loally de�nable spae Fin(R) given by the admissible overing {(−n, n) :
n ∈ N} is always paraompat. (Notie that if R ontains R, then ⋃

r∈R+

(−r, r) =
⋃

n∈N

(−n, n). In the language of nonstandard analysis, we an say that eah galaxy may beonsidered as a regular paraompat loally de�nable spae.)Diret (artesian) produts preserve regularity and paraompatness of loally de-�nable spaes (f. I.4.2) and I.4.4e) in [8℄). We will denote the ategory of regularparaompat loally de�nable spaes over R by RPLDS(R).Example 13. The spaes from the proofs of Theorems 8 and 9 are objets of RPLDS(R).Remark 14. A onneted (in the sense of generalized topology: the spae annot bedeomposed into two open disjoint nonempty subspaes) regular paraompat loally de-�nable spae has a ountable admissible overing by de�nable open subsets (so alledLindelöf property in [8℄). If it has �nite dimension k, then it an be embedded intothe artesian power Fin(R)2k+1. This holds by embedding into a partially omplete spae,triangulation (see Theorems 24, 25 below) and Theorem 3.2.9 from a book of Spanier [24℄(see also II.3.3 of [8℄).Topologial Remark 15. The notion of paraompatness introdued above di�ers fromthe topologial one. Eah de�nable spae is paraompat. There are Hausdor� de�nable(so paraompat) spaes whih are not regular. With the regularity assumption, eahparaompat spae is normal and admits partition of unity. Paraompatness is inheritedby all subspaes and artesian produts. The Lindelöf property gives paraompatnessonly with the assumption that the losure of a de�nable set is de�nable.Fiber produts exist in the ategory of loally de�nable spaes over R (f. I.3.5). Amorphism f : M → N between loally de�nable spaes is alled proper if it is universallylosed in the sense of the generalized topology. This means that for eah morphism ofloally de�nable spaes g : N ′ → N the indued morphism f ′ : M ×N N ′ → N ′ in thepullbak diagram is a losed mapping in the sense of the generalized topologial spaes (itmaps losed subspaes onto losed subspaes). If all restritions of f to losed de�nablesubspaes are proper, then we all f partially proper.A Hausdor� loally de�nable spae M is alled omplete if the only morphism from
M to the one point spae is proper. Eah paraompat omplete spae is a�ne de�nable(ompare I.5.10 in [8℄). Moreover, M is alled loally omplete if eah point has aomplete neighborhood. (Eah loally omplete loally de�nable spae is regular, f. I.7,p. 75 in [8℄). It is partially omplete if every losed de�nable subspae is omplete.Every partially omplete regular spae is loally omplete (f. I.7.1 a)) in [8℄).8



Topologial Remark 16. This notion of properness is analogial to a notion fromalgebrai geometry. Partial ompleteness is the key notion.Let M be a loally omplete paraompat spae. Take the family ◦
γc (M) of all suhopen de�nable subsets U of M that U is omplete. Introdue a new loally de�nablespae Mloc, the loalization or partial ompletization of M , on the same underlyingset taking ◦

γc (M) as an admissible overing by small open subspaes. The new spaeis regular partially omplete (not only loally omplete) and the identity mapping from
Mloc to M is a morphism, but Mloc may not be paraompat, see Warning-Example 22.Notie that loalization leaves the strong topology unhanged.Topologial Remark 17. Loalization is similar to the proess of passing to k-spaes(they are the same as ompatly generated spaes if hausdor�ness is assumed) in homotopytheory. But notie that eah topologial loally ompat spae is a k-spae.Remark 18. Only one of the four loally semialgebrai spaes of Theorem 8 is partiallyomplete, namely Rloc.A paraompat loally de�nable manifold of dimension n over R is a Hausdor�loally de�nable spae over R that has a loally �nite overing by de�nable open subsetsthat are isomorphi to open balls in Rn. (Suh a spae is paraompat and loallyomplete, so regular, f. I.7 p.75 in [8℄.) If additionally the transition maps are (de�nable)
Ck-di�eomorphisms (k = 1, ...,∞), then we get paraompat loally de�nable Ck-manifolds. Notie that the di�erential struture of suh manifolds may be enoded insheaves (in the sense of the strong topology) of Ck funtions.Proposition 19. Paraompat analyti manifolds of dimension n are in bijetive orre-spondene with partially omplete paraompat loally de�nable C∞-manifolds over Ranof the same dimension.Proof. A paraompat analyti manifold indues a paraompat loally de�nable C∞-manifold over Ran: Obviously, it is regular. We may assume (by shrinking the over-ings if neessary) that the analyti struture of the manifold is given by a loally �niteatlas onsisting of harts whose domains and ranges are relatively ompat subanalytisets, and the harts extend analytially beyond the losures of hart domains. By tak-ing a nie loally �nite re�nement, we additionally an get the hart domains and hartranges (analytially and globally subanalytially) isomorphi to open balls in Rn. Nowthe hart domains form a loally �nite overing of the analyti manifold that de�nes aparaompat loally de�nable manifold over Ran. The transition maps are Ran-de�nable
C∞-di�eomorphisms of open, relatively ompat, subanalyti subsets of some Rn.Notie that the relatively ompat subanalyti sets are now the de�nable sets and thesubanalyti sets are now the loally de�nable sets.The obtained loally de�nable spae is partially omplete.Vie versa: A paraompat loally de�nable C∞-manifold over Ran indues a Haus-dor� manifold with analyti globally subanalyti transition maps and globally subanalytihart ranges. We may assume that the manifold is onneted. Its loally �nite atlas isountable (f. I.4.17 in [8℄), so it is a seond ountable topologial spae, and �nally aparaompat analyti manifold. All loally de�nable subsets are now subanalyti (theyare globally subanalyti in every hart). 9



One-to-one orrespondene: If the paraompat loally de�nable manifold is partiallyomplete, then: the de�nable subsets are exatly the relatively ompat subanalyti sub-sets, and the loally de�nable subsets are exatly the subanalyti subsets of the obtainedparaompat analyti manifold. Notie that the strong topology does not hange whenwe pass from one type of a manifold to the other. So the struture of a partially ompleteloally de�nable spae is uniquely determined (see Remark 7). Both the strutures of a
C∞ loally de�nable manifold over Ran and the struture of an analyti manifold do nothange during the above operations (only a onvenient atlas was hosen).Remark 20. A real funtion on a (paraompat) analyti manifold M is analyti i� it isa C∞ morphism from the orresponding partially omplete paraompat loally de�nable
C∞-manifold (all it Mldm) into Ran. (See 5.3 in [9℄.)Analogously, for eah expansion RS of the �eld R being a redut of Ran, partiallyomplete paraompat loally de�nable C∞-manifolds over RS orrespond to some speialkinds of paraompat analyti manifolds. Then the loally de�nable subsets in the senseof a given loally de�nable manifold as well as in the sense of its �expansions� (see below)form �nie geometri ategories�. This in partiular generalizes the analyti-geometriategories of van den Dries and Miller [9℄.The above phenomenon may be explained in the following way: The analyti man-ifolds Rn (n ≥ 1), whih model all analyti manifolds, have a natural notion of small-ness. A subset S ⊂ Rn is topologially small if it is bounded or relatively ompat.In the orresponding partially omplete paraompat loally de�nable C∞-manifolds
Fin(Ran)n = (Ran)n

loc =
⋃

k∈N
(−k, k)n = Fin((Ran)n) over Ran this means that S isa small subset (if S is subanalyti then this means de�nable or relatively omplete). It ispartial ompleteness that gives analogy between usual topology and generalized topology.Remark 21. The generalized topology of the spaeMldm of Remark 20 is �the subanalytisite� onsidered by miroloal analysts (see [16℄). More generally: the generalized topologyof eah paraompat loally de�nable manifold may be onsidered as a �loally de�nablesite�. It is also possible to onsider all subanalyti subsets of a real analyti manifold asopen sets of a generalized topologial spae. But then the strong topology beomes disrete.Warning-Example 22 (f. I.2.6 in [8℄). (The spae Rloc.) Our R is an a�ne de�nablespae, whih is loally omplete but not omplete. For suh a spae Rloc is introduedby the admissible overing {(−r, r) : r ∈ R+}. This is a loally (even regular partially)omplete spae whih is not de�nable. If the o�nality of R is unountable, then Rlocis not paraompat! Here the morphisms from R to R are "the ontinuous de�nablefuntions", and the morphisms from Rloc to R are "the ontinuous loally (in the senseof Rloc) de�nable funtions". (The latter ase inludes some nontrivial periodi funtionsfor an arhimedean R.)A series of topologial fats have ounterparts for regular paraompat loally de�n-able spaes.Lemma 23 (f. [7℄ and [8℄, hapter I). Let M be a regular paraompat loally de�nablespae over R. Then:a) [losure property℄ the losure of a de�nable set is de�nable (f. I.4.6);10



b) [shrinking of overings lemma℄ for eah loally �nite overing (Uλ) of M byopen loally de�nable sets there is a overing (Vλ) of M by open loally de�nable sets suhthat Vλ ⊆ Uλ (f. I.4.11);) [partition of unity℄ for every loally �nite overing (Uλ) of M by open loallyde�nable subsets there is a subordinate partition of unity, i. e. there is a family ofmorphisms φλ : M → [0, 1] suh that suppφλ ⊆ Uλ and ∑
λ φλ = 1 on M (f. I.4.12);d) [Tietze's extension theorem℄ if A is a losed subspae of M and f : A→ K is amorphism into a onvex de�nable subset K of R, then there exists a morphism g : M → Ksuh that g|A = f (f. I.4.13);e) [Urysohn's lemma℄ if A,B are disjoint losed loally de�nable subsets of M , thenthere is a morphism f : M → [0, 1] with f−1(0) = A and f−1(1) = B (f. I.4.15).Eah loally de�nable spae M over R has a natural �base �eld extension� M(S) overany elementary extension S of R (f. I.2.10 in [8℄) and an �expansion� MR′ to a loallyde�nable spae over any o-minimal expansion R′ of R. Analogously, we may speak abouta base �eld extension of a morphism.The rules of onservation of the main properties under the base �eld extension arethe same as for the loally semialgebrai ase:a) the base �eld extensions of the family of the onneted omponents of a loallyde�nable spae M form the family of onneted omponents of M(S) (f. I.3.22 i)in [8℄);b) if M is Hausdor� then: the spae M is de�nable i� M(S) is de�nable, M is a�nede�nable i� M(S) is a�ne de�nable, M is paraompat i� M(S) is paraompat,

M is regular and paraompat i�M(S) is regular and paraompat (f. B.1 in [8℄).) ifM is regular and paraompat, then: M is partially omplete i�M(S) is partiallyomplete, M is omplete i� M(S) is omplete (f. B.2 in [8℄).If we expand R to an o-minimal R′ then:a) any loally de�nable spae M is regular over R i� MR′ is a regular spae over R′,sine they have the same strong topologies;b) a loally de�nable spae M is onneted over R i�MR′ is onneted over R′ (for ana�ne spae a lopen subset of a set de�nable over R is de�bable over R, generallyapply an admissible overing by a�ne subspaes �over R�);) a loally de�nable spae M is Lindelöf over R i� MR′ is Lindelöf over R′: if M isLindelöf, then MR′ is obviously Lindelöf; if MR′ is Lindelöf then eah member ofa ountable admissible overing V of MR′ by de�nable open subspaes is overedby a �nite union of elements of the admissible overing U of M by de�nable opensubspaes that allowed to onstrut MR′ . Then U has a ountable subovering U ′.The family U ′′ of �nite unions of elements of U ′ is a ountable oarsening of V,hene is admissible in MR′ . Sine �admissible� means �loally essentially �nite�, U ′′is also admissible in M . (The proof of Proposition 2.11 iii) in [2℄ does not areabout admissibility); 11



d) if M is a Hausdor� loally de�nable spae over R, then M is paraompat over
R i� MR′ is paraompat over R′: if M is paraompat, then MR′ is obviouslyparaompat; if MR′ is paraompat, then we an assume that it is onneted.Then MR′ is Lindelöf (f. I.4.17 in [8℄) and taut (i.e. the losure of a de�nable setis de�nable, f. I.4.6 in [8℄). Now, by ), the spae M is Lindelöf, and it is tautby the onstrution of MR′ and onsiderations of Fundamental Example 1, so M isparaompat (see I.4.18 in [8℄ and Proposition 2.11 iv) in [2℄).4 HomotopiesHere basi de�nitions of homotopy theory are re-introdued.Let M,N be objets of Space(R) and let f, g be morphisms from M to N . Ahomotopy from f to g is a morphism H : M × [0, 1] → N suh that H(·, 0) = f and

H(·, 1) = g. If H exists, then f and g are alled homotopi. If additionally H(x, t)is independent of t ∈ [0, 1] for eah x in a subspae A, then we say that f and g arehomotopi relative to A. A subspae A of a spae M is alled a retrat of M ifthere is a morphism r : M → A suh that r|A = idA. Suh r is alled a retration. Asubspae A of M is alled a strong deformation retrat of M if there is a homotopy
H : M × [0, 1] → M suh that H0 is the identity and H1 is a retration from M to A.Then H is alled strong deformation retration.A system of spaes over R is any tuple (M,A1, ..., Ak) where M is a spae over Rand A1, ..., Ak are subspaes of M . A losed pair is a system (M,A) of a spae with alosed subspae. A system (A0, A1, ..., Ak) is dereasing if Ai+1 is a subspae of Ai for
i = 0, ..., k − 1. A morphism of systems of spaes f : (M,A1, ..., Ak) → (N,B1, ..., Bk)is a morphism of spaes f : M → N suh that f(Ai) ⊆ Bi for eah i = 1, ..., k. Ahomotopy between two morphisms of systems of spaes f, g from (M,A1, ..., Ak) to
(N,B1, ..., Bk) is a morphism

H : (M × [0, 1], A1 × [0, 1], ..., Ak × [0, 1]) → (N,B1, ..., Bk)with H0 = f and H1 = g. The homotopy lass of suh a morphism f will be denotedby [f ] and the set of all homotopy lasses of morphisms from (M,A1, ..., Ak) to
(N,B1, ..., Bk) by

[(M,A1, ..., Ak), (N,B1, ..., Bk)].If C is a losed subspae of M , and h : C → N is a pregiven morphism suh that
h(C ∩Ai) ⊆ Bi, then we denote the sets of lasses of homotopy relative to C of mappingsextending h by

[(M,A1, ..., Ak), (N,B1, ..., Bk)]
h.Let us adopt the notation: I = [0, 1], ∂In = In\(0, 1)n, and Jn−1 = ∂In \ (In−1 × {0}).For every pointed spae (M,x0) over R and n ∈ N∗ we de�ne the (absolute) homotopygroups as sets

πn(M,x0) = [(In, ∂In), (M,x0)]where the multipliation [f ] · [g], for n ≥ 1, is the homotopy lass of
(f ∗ g)(t1, t2, ..., tn) =

{
f(2t1, t2, ..., tn), 0 ≤ t1 ≤

1
2

g(2t1 − 1, t2, ..., tn), 1
2
≤ t1 ≤ 1.12



For n = 0 we get (only) a set π0(M,x0) of onneted omponents of M with the basepoint the onneted omponent of x0. Also, as in topology, we de�ne relative homotopygroups
πn(M,A, x0) = [(In, ∂In, Jn−1), (M,A, x0)].A morphism f : M → N is a homotopy equivalene if there is a morphism g :

N → M suh that g ◦ f is homotopi to idM and f ◦ g is homotopi to idN . We all
f : M → N a weak homotopy equivalene if f indues bijetions in homotopy sets(π0(·)) and group isomorphisms in all homotopy groups (πn(·), n ≥ 1). Analogously, wede�ne homotopy equivalenes and weak homotopy equivalenes for systems of spaes.The following topologial operations may be not exeutable in the ategory of regularparaompat loally de�nable spaes over a given R. The smash produt of two pointedspaes M,N is M ∧ N = M × N/M ∨ N , where M ∨ n denoted the wedge produt ofsuh spaes. The redued suspension of M is S1 ∧M . The mapping ylinder of
f : M → N is the spae M × [0, 1] ∪ N with eah point (x, 1), x ∈ M , identi�ed with
f(x). The mapping one of f is the mapping ylinder of f divided by M × {0}. Theo�ber of f : M → N is the spae (([0, 1] ×M) ∪1×M,f N)/{0} ×M .5 Comparison theorems for loally de�nable spaesIn this setion the two Comparison Theorems from [8℄ are extended, and the third isadded. The �rst steps to do this are: embedding in a partially omplete spae andtriangulation.Theorem 24 (embedding into a partially omplete spae, f. II.2.1). Eah regular para-ompat loally de�nable spae over R is isomorphi to a dense loally de�nable subset ofa partially omplete regular paraompat spae over R.Theorem 25 (triangulation, f. II.4.4). Let M be a regular paraompat loally de�nablespae over R. For a given loally �nite family A of loally de�nable subsets of M , thereis a simultaneous triangulation φ : X → M of M and A (i. e. an isomorphism fromthe underlying set X, onsidered as a loally de�nable spae, of a stritly loally �nite(geometri) simpliial omplex (X,Σ(X)) to M suh that all members of A are unionsof images of (open) simplies from Σ(X)).In partiular, eah objet of RPLDS(R) is loally (pathwise) onneted and evenloally ontratible.As an illustration of the methods available by triangulation, the following Bertini orLefshetz type theorem (known from omplex algebrai and analyti geometry) is proven.(See [21℄ for a topologial version.)A subspae ∆ of a loally de�nable spae Y nowhere disonnets Y if for eahonneted open neighborhood W of any y ∈ Y there is an open neighborhood U ⊆W of
y suh that U \ ∆ is onneted.A morphism p : E → B in LDS(R) is a branhed overing if there is a losed,nowhere dense exeptional subspae ∆ ⊆ B suh that p|p−1(B\∆) : p−1(B \∆) → B \∆is a overing mapping (this means: there is an admissible overing of B \ ∆ by opensubspaes, eah of them well overed, analogially to the topologial setting). If eah ofthe regular points b ∈ B \ ∆ of the branhed overing p : E → B have the �ber of13



the same ardinality, then this ardinality is alled the degree of a branhed overing
p : E → B.Theorem 26 (f. Thm. 1 in [21℄). Let Y be a simple onneted (this assumes onneted)objet of RPLDS(R), Z be a onneted, paraompat loally de�nable manifold over Rof dimension at least 2, and π : Y × Z → Y the anonial projetion.Assume that V ⊂ Y × Z is a losed subspae suh that the restrition πV : V → Yis a branhed overing of �nite degree and an exeptional set ∆ of this branhed overingnowhere disonnets Y . Put X = (Y × Z) \ V , and L = {p} × Z, for some p ∈ Y \ ∆.If there is a morphism of loally de�nable spaes h : Y → Z over R with the graph on-tained in X, then the inlusion i : L\V → X indues an epimorphism in the fundamentalgroups i∗ : π1(L \ V ) → π1(X).Lemma 27 (straightening property, f. Lemma 3 in [21℄). Every paraompat loallyde�nable manifold M over R has the following straightening property:For eah set J ⊂ [0, 1] ×M suh that the natural projetion β : [0, 1] ×M → [0, 1]restrited to J is a overing mapping of �nite degree, there exists an isomorphism, alledthe straightening isomorphism, τ : [0, 1]×M → [0, 1]×M whih satis�es the followingthree onditions:2.1) β ◦ τ = β,2.2) τ | {0} ×M = id,2.3) τ(J) = [0, 1] × (α(J ∩ ({0} ×M))), where α : [0, 1] ×M → M is the naturalprojetion.Proof. Speial ase. Assume M is a unit open ball in Rm. The set J is a �nite unionof graphs of de�nable ontinuous mappings [0, 1]R → M . We apply indution on thenumber n of these graphs.If n = 1 then obviously the straightening exists (ompare Lemma 2 in [21℄), and theisomorphism may be hosen to extend to the identity on the unit sphere.If n > 1 and the lemma is true for n − 1, then we an assume that the �rst n − 1graphs are already straightened and that the images of the orresponding mappings(points p1, ..., pn−1) are not in�nitely near to one another. Moreover, sine the distanefrom the value of the last funtion γn(t) to any of the distinguished points has a positivelower bound, we an assume γn(t) is always outside some losed balls entered at pi's withradius larger than some rational number. Now, we an over the rest of the unit ballby �nitely many regions that are eah isomorphi to the open unit ball. Sine the lastfuntion is de�nable, there is only �nitely many transitions from one region to anotherwhen t ∈ [0, 1]R. We have the straightening inside eah of the regions. By glueing suhstraightenings as in the proof of Lemma 3 of [21℄, we get the straightening of the whole
n-th mapping. Again the straightening extends to the identity on the unit sphere.General ase. Sine J is de�nable, it is ontained in a �nite union of open sets eahisomorphi to the open unit ball in Rm. The thesis of the lemma extends by argumentssimilar to these of the speial ase.Proof of Theorem 26. Clearly, X is a onneted and loally simply onneted spae. Let
j : L \ V →֒ X \ (∆ × Z) and k : X \ (∆ × Z) →֒ X be the inlusions. Then the prooffalls naturally into two parts.Step 1. The indued mapping j∗ : π1(L \ V ) → π1(X \ (∆ × Z)) is an epimorphism.(This step is analogous to Part 1 of the proof of Theorem 1 in [21℄.)14



Let u = (f, g) : [0, 1] → X \ (∆ × Z) be any loop at (p,h(p)). We an de�ne a newloop w = (f̃ , g̃) : [0, 1] → X \ (∆ × Z) by the formula
w(t) =

{
(f(2t), g(2t)) for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1

2
,

(f(2 − 2t), h(f(2 − 2t))) for 1
2
< t ≤ 1.Sine Y is simply onneted, we have [w] = [u] ∈ π1(X \ (∆ × Z)). Let us de�ne twomappings

A : [0, 1] ∋ t 7→ (t, g̃(t)) ∈ [0, 1] × Z,

Ω : [0, 1] × Z ∋ (t, z) 7→ (f̃(t), z) ∈ Y × Z.The restrition β | Ω−1(V ) of the natural projetion β : [0, 1]×Z → [0, 1] to Ω−1(V ) is aovering of �nite degree. By Lemma 27, it has a straightening isomorphism τ : [0, 1]×Z →
[0, 1] × Z. Set t̂ = 1

2
− | t− 1

2
| and τt = (α ◦ τ)(t, ·) : Z → Z, where α : [0, 1] × Z → Z isthe natural projetion. We an assume that τt = τt̂ beause f̃(t) = f̃(t̂). The homotopy

H(t, s) = (f̃(t̂(1 − s)), (τ−1
t̂(1−s)

◦ τt̂ ◦ g̃)(t)) joins the loop w = H(·, 0) to the loop H(·, 1)whose image is in L \ V. Notie that H(0, s) = H(1, s) = (p, h(p)) for every s ∈ [0, 1].This implies that [u] = [H(·, 1)] ∈ j∗(π1(L \ V )) and ompletes the proof of Step 1.Step 2. The mapping k∗ : π1(X \ (∆×Z)) → π1(X) indued by k is an epimorphism.Notie that (∆ × Z) ∩ X nowhere disonnets X. Let u = (f, g) be a loop in X at
(p, h(p)). The set im(u) has an a�ne open neighborhood W .We use a (loally �nite) triangulation �over Q� of Y × Z (that is an isomorphism
φ : X → Y × Z for some stritly loally �nite, not neessary losed, simpliial omplex
(X,Σ(X)), keeping the notation of [8℄), ompatible with im(u),∆ × Z, V, L, h,W .There is ε ∈ Q suh that the �distane� from φ−1(im(u)) to φ−1(V ∩W ) is at least
ε. Moreover, the �veloity� of φ−1 ◦ u (existing almost everywhere) is bounded by somerational number. Sine now everything is pieewise linear over Q, the Lebesque numberargument is available. By the use of baryentri oordinates and the �distane� funtionfor the hosen triangulation, we �nd a loop ũ = (f̃ , g̃) homotopi to u rel {0, 1} withimage in X \ (∆ × Z).The following lemmas and theorems, whose proofs use the mahinery of good trian-gulations, are straightforward generalizations of the orresponding semialgebrai versionsfrom [8℄:Theorem 28 (anonial neighborhood retration, f. III.1.1). Let M be an objet of
RPLDS(R) and A a losed subspae. There is an open neighborhood U of A and astrong deformation retration

H : U × [0, 1] → Ufrom U to A suh that the restrition H|U× [0, 1] is a strong deformation retration from
U to A.Lemma 29 (extension of morphisms, f. III.1.2). Let M be an objet of RPLDS(R), Aa losed subspae, and U a neighborhood of A from the previous theorem. Any morphism
f : A → Z into a regular paraompat loally de�nable spae extends to a morphism
f̃ : U → Z. Moreover, if f̃1, f̃2 are extensions of f to U , then they are homotopi in Urelative to A. 15



Lemma 30 (homotopy extension property, f. III.1.4). LetM be an objet of RPLDS(R).If A is a losed subspae of M , then (A × [0, 1]) ∪ (M × {0}) is a strong deformationretrat of M× [0, 1]. In partiular, the pair (M,A) has the following Homotopy ExtensionProperty:for eah morphism g : M → Z into a regular paraompat loally de�nable spae Z anda homotopy F : A× [0, 1] → Z with F0 = g|A there exists a homotopy G : M × [0, 1] → Zwith G0 = g and G|A× [0, 1] = F .Sine our spaes may be triangulated, the method of simpliial approximations (III.2.5of [8℄) makes a good job. In partiular, the method of well ored systems and anonialretrations from III.2 in [8℄ gives the followingFat 31. Eah objet of RPLDS(R) is homotopy equivalent to a partially ompleteone. A system (M,A1, ..., Ak) of a regular paraompat loally de�nable spae with losedsubspaes is homotopy equivalent to an analogous system of partially omplete spaes.The following two main theorems from [8℄ generalize, but the mapping spaes fromIII.3, whih depend on the degrees of polynomials, should be replaed with similar map-ping spaes depending on onrete formulas Ψ(x, y, z) with parameters z (one "mappingspae" per eah formula Ψ).Let (M,A1, ..., Ar) and (N,B1, ..., Br) be systems of regular paraompat loally de-�nable spaes over R, where eah Ai(i = 1, ..., r) is losed in M . Let h : C → N bea given morphism from a losed subspae C of M suh that h(C ∩ Ai) ⊆ Bi for eah
i = 1, ..., r. Then we haveTheorem 32 (�rst omparison theorem, f. III.4.2). Let R ≺ S be an elementaryextension. Then the �base �eld extension� funtor from R to S indues a bijetion betweenthe homotopy sets:

κ : [(M,A1, ..., Ak), (N,B1, ..., Bk)]
h → [(M,A1, ..., Ak), (N,B1, ..., Bk)]

h(S).Theorem 33 (seond omparison theorem, f. III.5.1). Let R be an o-minimal expansionof R. Then the �forgetful� funtor RPLDS(R) → Top to the topologial ategory induesa bijetion between the homotopy sets
λ : [(M,A1, ..., Ak), (N,B1, ..., Bk)]

h → [(M,A1, ..., Ak), (N,B1, ..., Bk)]
h
top.Moreover, a version of the proof of the �rst omparison theorem givesTheorem 34 (third omparison theorem). If R′ is an o-minimal expansion of R, thenthe �expansion� funtor indues a bijetion between the homotopy sets

µ : [(M,A1, ..., Ak), (N,B1, ..., Bk)]
h
R → [(M,A1, ..., Ak)R′ , (N,B1, ..., Bk)R′ ]hR′ .E. Baro and M. Otero [1℄ have written a detailed proof of this theorem in the ase ofsystems of de�nable sets. They use a natural tool of �normal triangulations� to get anappliable version of II.4.3 from [8℄. The theorem extends to the general ase.Beause of the loally �nite harater of the regular paraompat loally de�nablespaes, by inspetion of the proof of the triangulation theorem (II.4.4 in [8℄), eah suhspae has an isomorphi opy that is built from sets de�nable without parameters glued16



together along sets that are de�nable without paramaters. It is possible to triangulateeven �over the �eld of real algebrai numbers Q � or �over the �eld of rational numbers
Q�. Moreover, if two 0-de�nable subsets of Rn are isomorphi as de�nable spaes (i.e. de�nably homeomorphi), then there is a 0-de�nable isomorphism between them (wemay hange arbitrary parameters into 0-de�nable parameters in the de�ning formula ofan isomorphism).By the o-minimal version of Hauptvermutung for the struture R, we understand thefollowing statement, whih is a version of Question 1.3 in [3℄:Given two semialgebrai (de�nable in the �eld struture of R) sets in some Rn, if theyare de�nably homeomorphi, then they are semialgebraially homeomorphi.In other words: if two a�ne semialgebrai spaes are isomorphi as de�nable spaes,then they are isomorphi as semialgebrai spaes.This ondition does not depend on possible parameters from R, so the o-minimalHauptvermutung is a property of the �rst order theory Th(R) of R. Suh theories maybe alled HV-theories. (Remember that M. Shiota proved in [23℄ that de�nably home-omorphi ompat polyhedra in Rn are semilinearly homeomorphi.)O-minimal Hauptvermutung ase. If R is a model of an HV-theory, then theategory of regular paraompat loally semialgebrai spaes over (the underlying �eldof) R may be viewed as a subategory of RPLDS(R). Moreover, by triangulation withverties having oordinates in the �eld of real algebrai numbers Q, we have the followingfat:Eah regular paraompat loally de�nable spae over R is isomorphi to a regularparaompat loally semialgebrai spae over (the underlying �eld of) R.In general di�erent triangulations may lead to possibly non-isomorphi loally semi-algebrai spaes but still the homotopy ategories HRPLSS(R) and HRPLDS(R) ofregular paraompat loally semialgebrai and loally de�nable spaes over the same
R (forgetting taking a redut) are equivalent (take the inlusion (�expansion�) funtor
HRPLSS(R) → HRPLDS(R)).Analogously, by Theorem 25 and the Comparison Theorems, we getCorollary 35. The homotopy ategories of: systems (M,A1, ..., Ak) of regular paraom-pat loally de�nable spaes with �nitely many losed subspaes and systems (M,A1, ..., Ak)of regular paraompat loally semialgebrai spaes with �nitely many losed subspaes(over the �same� R) are equivalent.Proof. By the triangulation theorem 25, every objet of the former ategory is isomorphito an objet of the later ategory. Thus the �expansion� funtor is essentially surjetive.By the omparison theorem 34, it is also full and faithfull. This implies that this funtoris an equivalene of ategories.So the homotopy theory for regular paraompat loally de�nable spaes an (to alarge extent) be transfered from the semialgebrai homotopy theory and, eventually, fromthe topologial homotopy theory as in [8℄.Other important fats about regular paraompat loally de�nable spaes will bedeveloped in a more general setting of de�nable CW-omplexes and weakly de�nablespaes. 17



6 Weakly de�nable spaesIn homotopy theory one needs to use quotient spaes (e. g. mapping ylinders, mappingones, o�bers, smash produts, redued suspensions, CW-omplexes), and this operationis not always exeutable in the ategory of loally de�nable spaes. That is why weaklyde�nable spaes, whih are analogues of arbitrary Hausdor� topologial spaes, need tobe introdued.Let (M,OM) be a spae over R, and let K be a small subset of M . We an indue aspae on K in the following way:i) open sets in K are the intersetions of open sets on M with K,ii) admissible overings in K are suh open overings that some �nite suboveringalready overs the union,iii) a funtion h : V → R is a setion of OK(V ) if it is a �nite open union of restritionsto K of setions of the sheaf OM .We all (K,OK) a small subspae of (M,OM).A subset K ofM is alled losed de�nable inM if K is losed, small, and the spae
(K,OK) is a de�nable spae. The olletion of losed de�nable subsets of M is denotedby γ(M). The set K is alled a polytope if it is a losed de�nable omplete spae. Wedenote the olletion of polytopes of M by γc(M).A weakly de�nable spae (over R) is a spae M (over R) having a family, indexedby a partially ordered set A, of (regular) losed de�nable subsets (Mα)α∈A suh that thefollowing onditions hold:WD1) M is the union of all Mα,WD2) if α ≤ β then Mα is a (losed) subspae of Mβ ,WD3) for eah α there is only a �nite number of β suh that β ≤ α,WD4) the family (Mα) is strongly inverse direted, i. e. for eah α, β there is some γsuh that γ ≤ α, γ ≤ β and Mγ = Mα ∩Mβ,WD5) the set of indies is direted: for eah α, β there is γ with γ ≥ α, γ ≥ β,WD6) the spaeM is the indutive limit of the spaes (Mα), what means the following:a) a subset U of M is open i� eah U ∩Mα is open in Mα,b) an open family (Uλ) is admissible i� for eah α the restrited family (Mα ∩ Uλ) isadmissible in Mα,) a funtion h : U → R on some open U is a setion of OM i� all the restritions
h|U ∩Mα are setions of respetive sheaves OMα

.Suh family (Mα) is alled an exhaustion of M .A spaeM is alled a weak polytope ifM has an exhaustion omposed of polytopes.Morphisms and isomorphisms of weakly de�nable spaes are their morphisms andisomorphisms as spaes (we get the full subategory WDS(R) of Space(R)).Aweakly de�nable subset is suh a subset X ⊆ M that: has de�nable intersetionswith all members of some exhaustion (Mα), and is onsidered with the exhaustion (X ∩
Mα), hene it may be onsidered as a subspae of M .A subset X of M is de�nable if it is weakly de�nable and the spae (X,OX) isde�nable. A subset X of M is de�nable i� it is weakly de�nable and is ontained in amember of an exhaustion Mα (f. IV.3.4).The strong topology on M is the topology that makes the topologial spae Mthe respetive indutive limit of the topologial spaes Mα. The unpleasant fat aboutthe weakly de�nable spaes (omparising with the loally de�nable spaes) is that points18



may not have small neighborhoods (see Example 37). Moreover, the open sets from thegeneralized topology may not form a basis of the strong topology (f. Appendix C in[17℄).The losure of a de�nable subset of M is always de�nable (f. IV.3.6), so the topo-logial losure operator restrited to the lass γ(M) of de�nable subsets of M may betreated as the losure operator of the generalized topology. The weakly de�nable subsetsare �pieewise onstrutible� from the generalized topology.All weakly de�nable spaes are Hausdor�, atually even �normal�, see IV.3.12 in[17℄. We an onsider �expansions� and �base �eld extensions� of weakly de�nable spaes(ompare onsiderations in IV.3) or morphisms (in the ase of a base �eld extension)similar to the operations de�ned for loally de�nable spaes. They do not depend on thehosen exhaustion and preserve onnetedness.Fiber produts exist in WDS(R) (f. IV.3.20). So we (analogously to the ase ofloally de�nable spaes) de�ne proper and partially proper mappings between weaklyde�nable spaes as well as omplete and partially omplete spaes. It appears thatthe omplete spaes are the polytopes, and the partially omplete spaes are the weakpolytopes (f. IV.5 in [17℄).Example 36. The ategory RPLDS(R) is a full subategory of WDS(R). An exhaus-tion of an objet M is given by all �nite subomplexes Y in X that are losed in X forsome triangulation φ : X →M (f. IV.1.5).Examples 37. An in�nite wedge of irles is a weak polytope but not a loally de�nablespae (f. IV.1.8). A �ountable omb� or �unoutable omb� is a weak polytope whih isnot a loally de�nable spae (f. IV.4.7-8).Example 38. Consider an unountable sub�eld F of R. Let X be a subset of the unitsquare [0, 1]2 onsisting of points that have at least one oordinate in F . This set hasa natural exhaustion making X into a weak polytope. This weak polytope is not loallysimple onneted.Example 39. An open interval is a de�nable spae but not a weak polytope, an in�niteomb with suh a "hand" is a weakly de�nable spae but not a weak polytope.Warning-Example 40. The topologial losure of a weakly de�nable subset may not beweakly de�nable. Moreover, the naive �Ar Selleting Lemma for weakly de�nable spaes�does not hold. (See IV.4.7.)Glueing weakly de�nable spaes is possible: for a losed pair (M,A) and a partiallyproper morphism f : A → N the quotient spae of M ⊔ N by an equivalene relationidentifying eah a ∈ A with f(a) is a weakly de�nable spae M ∪f N alled the spaeobtained by glueingM to N along A by f . Then the projetion π : M⊔N →M∪fNis partially proper and strongly surjetive, f. IV.8.6. (A morphism f : M → N isstrongly surjetive if eah de�nable subset of N is overed by the image of a de�nablesubset of M .)A family A of subsets of a weakly de�nable spae M will be alled pieewise �niteif for eah D ∈ γ(M), the set D meets only �nitely many members of A. (Suh familiesare alled partially �nite in [17℄.)A de�nable partition of a weakly de�nable spae M is a pieewise �nite partitionof M into a subset Σ of the family γ(M), of de�nable subsets of M . An element τ of19



Σ is an immediate fae of σ if τ ∩ (σ \ σ) 6= ∅. Then we write τ ≺ σ. A fae of σ isan element of some �nite hain of immediate faes �nishing with σ. (Eah σ has only�nitely many immediate faes, even a �nite numer of faes, f. V.1.7).A path deomposition of M is a de�nable partition Σ of M suh that: for eah
σ ∈ Σ there is a number n ∈ N suh that any hain τr ≺ τr−1 ≺ ... ≺ τ0 = σ in Σ haslength r ≤ n. The smallest suh n is alled the height of σ and denoted by h(σ). Apath omplex is a pair (M,Σ(M)) onsisting of a spae M and a path deomposition
Σ(M) of M . Elements of the path deomposition are alled pathes.Example 41. Eah exhaustion gives a path deomposition of M (f. V.1.4).Instead of triangulations in RPLDS(R), we have available in WDS(R) so alledspeial path deompositions. A speial path deomposition is suh a path deom-position that for eah σ ∈ Σ, the pair (σ, σ) is isomorphi to the pair with the seondelement being a standard open simplex, and the �rst element this standard open simplexwith some added open faes.Theorem 42 (f. V.1.12 in [17℄). LetM be an objet of WDS(R) and let A be a pieewise�nite family of subspaes. Then there is a simultaneous speial path deomposition of
M and the family A.A relative path deomposition of a losed pair (M,A) is a path deomposition
Σ of the spae M \ A. Then we denote by Σ(n) the union of all pathes of height n,by Mn the union of A and all Σ(m) with m ≤ n, M(n) the �diret topologial sum� ofall losures σ where σ ∈ Σ(n), and ∂M(n) the diret sum of all frontiers ∂σ = σ \ σ of
σ ∈ Σ(n).By ψn : M(n) →Mn we denote the union of all inlusions σ → Mn with σ ∈ Σ(n), andby φn : ∂M(n) →Mn−1 the restrition of ψn, whih is alled the attahing map. Then,sine φn is partially proper (f. VI.2 in [17℄), we an express Mn as M(n)∪φn

Mn−1. ThespaeMn is alled n-hunk andM(n) is alled n-belt. So eah weakly de�nable spae isbuilt up by glueing diret topologial sums of de�nable spaes to the earlier onstrutedspaes in ountably many steps. In partiular, de�nable versions of CW-omplexes areamong weakly de�nable spaes (see below).A family (Xλ|λ ∈ Λ) from T (M), the lass of weakly de�nable subsets ofM , is alledadmissible if eah de�nable subspae B of M is ontained in the union of �nitely manyelements of the family. (One ould all suh families �pieewise essentially �nite�.) Thusde�nable partitions are exatly the admissible partitions into de�nable subsets.An admissible �ltration of a spae X is an admissible inreasing sequene of losedsubspaes (Xn|n ∈ N) overing X. For example the sequene (Mn|n ∈ N) of hunks of
M (for a given path deomposition) is an admissible �ltration of M (f. VI.2 in [17℄).The next lemma is very important in homotopy-theoreti onsiderations.Lemma 43 (omposition of homotopies, f. V.5.1). Let (Cn)n∈N be an admissible �l-tration of a spae M . Assume (Gn : M × [0, 1] → N)n∈N is a family of homotopiessuh that Gn+1(·, 0) = Gn(·, 1) and Gn is onstant on Cn . For any given stritly in-reasing sequene 0 = s0 < s1 < s2 < ... with all sm less than 1 there is a homotopy
F : M × [0, 1] → N suh that

F (x, t) = Gk+1(x,
t− sk

sk+1 − sk

), for (x, t) ∈ Cn × [sk, sk+1], 0 ≤ k ≤ n− 2,and F (x, t) = Gn(x, 0) for (x, t) ∈ Cn × [sn−1, 1].20



7 Comparison theorems for weakly de�nable spaesNow, with path deompositions playing the role of triangulations we get the ComparisonTheorems for weakly de�nable spaes as in [17℄.Lemma 44 (homotopy extension property, f. V.2.9). Let (M,A) be a losed pair ofweakly de�nable spaes over R. Then (A × [0, 1]) ∪ (M × {0}) is a strong deformationretrat of M× [0, 1]. In partiular, the pair (M,A) has the following Homotopy ExtensionProperty:for eah morphism g : M → Z into a weakly de�nable spae Z and a homotopy
F : A× [0, 1] → Z with F0 = g|A there exists a homotopy G : M× [0, 1] → Z with G0 = gand G|A× [0, 1] = F .Let (M,A1, ..., Ar) and (N,B1, ..., Br) be systems of weakly de�nable spaes over Rwhere eah Ai is losed inM . Let h : C → N be a given morphism from a losed subspae
C of M suh that h(C ∩ Ai) ⊆ Bi for eah i = 1, ..., r. Then we haveTheorem 45 (�rst omparison theorem, f. V.5.2 i)). For an elementary extension
R ≺ S the following map, indued by the �base �eld extension� funtor, is a bijetion

κ : [(M,A1, ..., Ar), (N,B1, ..., Br)]
h → [(M,A1, ..., Ar), (N,B1, ..., Br)]

h(S).Theorem 46 (seond omparison theorem, f. V.5.2 ii)). If R = R as �elds, then thefollowing map, indued by the �forgetful� funtor, to the topologial homotopy sets is abijetion
λ : [(M,A1, ..., Ar), (N,B1, ..., Br)]

h → [(M,A1, ..., Ar), (N,B1, ..., Br)]
h
top.Again, a version of the proof of the �rst omparison theorem (thus a version of theproof of V.5.2 i)) gives:Theorem 47 (third omparison theorem). If R′ is an o-minimal expansion of R, thenthe following map, indued by the �expansion� funtor, is a bijetion

µ : [(M,A1, ..., Ak), (N,B1, ..., Bk)]
h
R → [(M,A1, ..., Ak)R′ , (N,B1, ..., Bk)R′ ]hR′ .Proof. It su�es to prove the surjetivity, and only the ase k = 0. We have a map

f : M → N (over R′) extending h : C → N (over R), and we seek for a mapping
g : M → N (over R) suh that g is homotopi to f relative to C (the homotopiesappearing in this proof are allowed to be over R′).We hoose a relative path deomposition (over R) of (M,C), and will onstrutmaps hn : Mn → N (over R), fn : M → N (over R′) for n ≥ −1, and a homotopy Hn :
M × [0, 1] → N relative Mn−1 suh that: h−1 = h, hn|Mn−1

= hn−1, f−1 = f , fn|Mn
= hn,

Hn(·, 0) = fn−1, Hn(·, 1) = fn. If we do this, we are done: we have a map g : M → Nwith g|Mn
= hn for eah n. Composing, by Lemma 43, the homotopies (Hn)n≥0 along asequene sn ∈ [0, 1) with s−1 = 0, we obtain a homotopy G : M × [0, 1] → N relative Cfrom f to g as desired.We start with h−1 = h, f−1 = f . Assume that hi, fi, Hi are given for i < n. Then weget a pushout diagram over R (see page 149 of [17℄) and we de�ne:

kn = hn−1 ◦ φn : ∂M(n) → N (over R),21



un = (fn−1|Mn
) ◦ ψn : M(n) → N (over R′).Notie that un extends kn. By the omparison theorem for loally de�nable spaes(Theorem 34) there is a map vn : M(n) → N over R extending kn and a homotopy

Fn : M(n) × [0, 1] → N relative ∂M(n) from un to vn. The maps vn and hn−1 ombineto a map hn : Mn → N , with hn ◦ ψn = vn and h|Mn−1
= hn−1. The map Fn and

Mn−1 × [0, 1] ∋ (x, t) 7→ hn−1(x) ∈ N ombine (f. IV.8.7.ii) in [17℄) to the homotopy
H̃n : Mn × [0, 1] → N relative Mn−1 from fn−1|Mn

to hn. It an be extended (by Lemma44) to the homotopy Hn : M × [0, 1] → N with Hn(·, 0) = fn−1. Put fn = Hn(·, 1). This�nishes the indution step and the proof of the theorem.O-minimal Hauptvermutung ase.If R is a model of an HV-theory, then the ategory of weakly semialgebrai spaesover (the underlying �eld of) R may be onsidered a subategory of the weakly de�nablespaes over R. But see the followingWarning-Example 48. Let Q be the square [0, 1]2R. Now form Q̃ by glueing A× S1 to
Q by identifying A× {1} with A for eah de�nable subset A of Q. If there are de�nablenon-semialgebrai sets in R2, then Q̃ as a weakly de�nable spae is not isomorphi to anexpansion of a weakly semialgebrai spae.8 De�nable CW-omplexesA relative de�nable CW-omplex (M,A) over R is a relative path omplex (M,A)satisfying the onditions:(CW1) faes of pathes have smaller dimensions than the original pathes in the pathdeomposition of M \ A,(CW2) for eah path σ ∈ Σ(M,A) there is χσ : En → σ (En denotes the unit losedball) that maps the open ball isomorphially onto σ and the sphere onto ∂σ. For A = ∅,we have an absolute de�nable CW-omplex over R. All de�nable CW-omplexesare weak polytopes (absolute or relative, see V.7, p. 165, in [17℄). A system of CW-omplexes is a system of spaes (M,A1, ..., Ak) suh that eah Ai is a losed subomplexof the CW-omplex M .Example 49. Eah partially omplete objet of RPLDS(R) is a de�nable CW-omplexover R, sine it is isomorphi to a losed (geometri) loally �nite simpliial omplex.(Compare onsiderations of II.4 and ii) in Examples V.7.1.)Fat 31 and Example 49 giveFat 50. Eah objet of RPLDS(R) is homotopy equivalent to a de�nable CW-omplexover R. Eah system (M,A1, ..., Ak) of a regular paraompat loally de�nable spae withlosed subspaes is homotopy equivalent to a system of de�nable CW-omplexes.The following Whitehead theorem for de�nable CW-omplexes may be proved like itstopologial analogue (see Theorem 7.5.4 in [20℄).Theorem 51. Eah weak homotopy equivalene between de�nable CW-omplexes is ahomotopy equivalene. Similar fats hold for any systems of de�nable CW-omplexes.22



Proof. The proof is analogous to the proofs of 7.5.2, 7.5.3 and 7.5.4 in [20℄. The argumentfrom the long exat homotopy sequene may be proved like in [15℄ (ompare III.6.1 in [8℄and V.6.6 in [17℄). The seond part of the thesis follows immediately.Using the above instead of Theorem V.6.10 of [17℄, we get thatTheorem 52. Eah de�nable CW-omplex is homotopy equivalent to an expansion ofa base �eld extension of a semialgebrai CW-omplex over Q. Analogous fats hold fordereasing systems of CW-omplexes.Proof. This follows from the reasoning with relative CW-omplexes analogous to theproof of V.7.10 in [17℄ (instead of the ase of an elementary extension of real losed �elds,we have the ase of an o-minimal expansion of an o-minimal expansion of a real losed�eld). The onstrution of the desired relative CW-omplex �skeleton by skeleton� issimilar. Sine we are dealing only with dereasing systems of CW-omplexes, the useof V.6.10 of [17℄ (whose role is the transition from �nite unions to any unions) may bereplaed with the use of Theorem 51.Moreover, ombining the above with the Comparison Theorems givesCorollary 53. The homotopy ategories of: topologial CW-omplexes, semialgebraiCW-omplexes over (the underlying �eld of) R, and de�nable CW-omplexes over R areequivalent. Similar fats hold for dereasing systems of CW-omplexes.9 The ase of bounded o-minimal theoriesLet T be an o-minimal omplete theory extending RCF. We may assume that the theoryis already Skolemized, so every 0-de�nable funtion is in the language and T has quanti�erelimination. We an build models of T using the de�nable losure operation in some hugemodel (or, equivalently, using the notion of a generated substruture of a huge model forthe hosen rih language). Taking a �primitive extension� generated by a single elementgives a model of T determined up to isomorphism by the type this single element realizesover the former model.Suh a T will be alled bounded if the model P 〈t〉 has ountable o�nality, where Pis the prime model of T and t realizes +∞ over P . In other words: there is a sequeneof 0-de�nable unary funtions that is o�nal in the set of all 0-de�nable unary funtionsat +∞ (this property does not depend on a model of T ) . In partiular, polynomiallybounded theories are bounded. Notie that P 〈t〉 is o�nal in R〈t〉, for any model R of
T , if t realizes +∞ over R.Eah bounded theory T has the following property: eah model R has an elementaryextension S suh that both S and its �primitive extension� S〈t〉, with t realizing +∞ over
S, have ountable o�nality. (Take S = R〈t1〉, with t1 realizing +∞ over R).Example 54. Consider the losed m-dimensional simplex with one open fae removed(m ≥ 2), all this set A, as a de�nable subset of Rm+1. We want to introdue a partiallyomplete spae on the same set A. If R and R〈t〉 have ountable o�nality, then we an�nd a sequene of internal points tending to the baryenter of the removed fae, and wean use a �o�nal at 0+� sequene of unary funtions tending to the zero funtion toprodue an inreasing sequene (Pn)n∈N of polytopes overing our set A and suh that any23



polytope ontained in A is ontained in some Pn. Then (Pn)n∈N is an exhaustion of aweak polytope with the underlying set A. The old spae and the new spae on A have thesame polytopes.(Compare the proof of Theorem IV.9.2.) A similar onstrution may bemade if several open faes are removed.The role of the boundedness assumption may be also seen by onsidering ExampleIV.9.12 in [17℄. By the reasoning similar to that of V.7.8, we getTheorem 55 (CW-approximation, f. V.7.14). If T is bounded, then eah dereasingsystem of weakly de�nable spaes (M0, ...,Mr) over R has a CW-approximation (thatis a morphism φ : (P0, ..., Pr) → (M0, ...,Mr) from a dereasing system de�nable CW-omplexes suh that every φ|Pi
is a homotopy equivalene ).The methods to obtain this theorem inlude the use (as in IV.9-10 of [17℄) of a soalled partially omplete ore P (M) of a weakly de�nable spae M , whih isan analogue and generalization of the loalizationMloc for loally omplete paraompatloally de�nable spaesM , and a partially proper ore pf of a morphism f : M → Nof weakly de�nable spaes. (Note that it is sensible to ask for a partially omplete oreonly if R has ountable o�nality.) In partiular, the strong Whitehead Theorem (f.V.6.10), proved by methods of IV.9-10 and V.4.7, V.4.13 in [17℄, guarantees the extensionof results to weakly de�nable spaes. Thus the homotopy ategory of dereasing systemsof weakly de�nable spaes over R is equivalent to its full (homotopy) subategory ofdereasing systems of de�nable CW-omplexes over R (see Theorem V.2.13 in [17℄).Corollary 56. If T is bounded, then the homotopy ategories of topologial, semialgebraiand de�nable CW-omplexes and of weakly de�nable spaes (over any model R of T ) areequivalent. Similarly for dereasing systems of spaes.10 Generalized homology and ohomology theoriesNow we have the operation of taking the (redued) suspension SM = S1 ∧M on theategory of pointed weak polytopes P∗(R) over R, and on its homotopy ategory HP∗(R)(f. VI.1 in [17℄). This allows to de�ne analogues of so alled omplete generalizedhomology and ohomology theories known from homotopy theory just as in VI.2 and VI.3of [17℄. (Suh theories do not neessarily satisfy the dimension axiom.) The ategory ofabelian groups is denoted by Ab. For a pair (M,A) of pointed weak polytopes, M/A willdenote the quotient spae M by a losed spae A, with the distinguished point being thepoint obtained from A.A redued ohomology theory k∗ over R is a sequene (kn|n ∈ Z) of ontravariantfuntors kn : HP∗(R) → Ab together with natural equivalenes sn : kn+1 ◦ S ! kn suhthat the following hold:Exatness axiomFor eah n ∈ Z and eah pair of pointed weak polytopes (M,A) the sequene

kn(M/A)
p∗

→ kn(M)
i∗

→ kn(A)is exat.Wedge Axiom 24



For eah n ∈ Z and eah family (Mλ|λ ∈ Λ) of pointed weak polytopes the mapping
(iλ)

∗ : kn(
∨

λ

Mλ) →
∏

λ

kn(M)is an isomorphism.A redued homology theory h∗ over R is a sequene (hn|n ∈ Z) of ovariantfuntors hn : HP∗(R) → Ab together with natural equivalenes sn : hn ! hn+1 ◦ S suhthat the following hold:Exatness axiomFor eah n ∈ Z and eah pair of pointed weak polytopes (M,A) the sequene
hn(A)

i∗→ hn(M)
p∗
→ hn(M/A)is exat.Wedge AxiomFor eah n ∈ Z and eah family (Mλ|λ ∈ Λ) of pointed weak polytopes the mapping

(iλ)∗ :
⊕

λ

hn(Mλ) → hn(
∨

λ
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